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Energy Outlook Providing useful insights and making the complex world of energy more accessible, from an
experienced industry professional. A service of GSW Strategy Group, LLC.

Explaining the true scale of the challenge would risk having us give up before we start, while deliberately
exaggerating the potential of new technology and minimizing the practical constraints on its deployment
entails other dangers. Is there another, more effective path between these two? As an example of how long it
could take for major changes to take effect, consider the impact of automobile fleet replacement ratios. If
every new car sold from on were a hybrid getting 50 mpg, the average fuel economy for the whole fleet could
rise to about 39 mpg in 10 years, up from about 25 today. Measured against forecasted imports of Even
turning all those hybrids into mpg plug-ins would only close the gap by another 2 MBD. So how does one
reconcile figures like this with statements from groups such as the Geo-greens suggesting energy
independence is achievable soon enough to have an effect on our geopolitical dealings? Now, the Geo-greens
include some very savvy folks, who surely understand the dynamics described above, along with the other
obstacles that would have to be overcome. The downside of stretching unrealistically far is often
disengagement and demoralization. Despite predictions of energy independence going back to the Ford and
Carter administrations, we have experienced 20 consecutive years in which the percentage of our energy
imports as a share of total energy consumption in all forms grew, rather than shrank. And while we have more
viable alternatives than we did then, in the interim the relative size of the challenge has doubled, and its
absolute magnitude has tripled. Instead of proclaiming that renewable energy and plug-in hybrids can
somehow make the US independent of foreign energy suppliers within any reasonable timeframe, it ought to
be possible to get the public excited about the potential for change, without raising expectations destined for
disappointment. So what can we say? First, I believe we are actually witnessing the early stages of a radical
transformation in how we obtain and use energy, the largest such change in a century. Technologies like wind
and solar power are starting to be deployed on a large enough scale to matter, and others just emerging from
laboratories and from energy and biotech start-up companies have the potential to make us much less
dependent on fossil fuels. As a byproduct, they will reduce our contribution to climate change by drastically
cutting the greenhouse gas emissions associated with transportation and other economic activities. It is equally
true that it will take a generation for these changes to make a serious dent in the environmental and
geopolitical problems we associate with fossil fuel use, and perhaps another generation for these technologies
to grow to the scale of our present use of coal or natural gas, let alone oil. The inescapable corollary to this is
that we will use more fossil fuels, not less, for the next couple of decades, even as this transition gathers
steam. And between those two poles of promise and practicality stretches a fertile expanse of business
opportunities and useful tools for changing our relationship with the countries that supply us with
conventional fuels. That seems nearly as exciting as energy independence, and it can be done in the real world.
Chapter 2 : International Energy Outlook
This edition of IEA's annual World Energy Outlook presents two visions of the energy future. Will it be under-invested,
vulnerable and dirty, or clean, clever and competitive?

Chapter 3 : Energy Outlook:
Without the unique chemical bonding properties of carbon, life--including us--couldn't exist. These same properties
explain why carbon's possible combinations with only a few other simple atoms, including hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen
and sulfur, seem nearly infinite, giving rise to the fields of organic chemistry, biochemistry and biotechnology, and
supplying 85% of the world's current energy needs.
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Chapter 4 : Full text of "ENERGY OUTLOOK "
Energy Trends to The Energy Information Administration (EIA), in preparing projections for the Annual Energy Outlook
(AEO), evaluated a wide range of trends and issues that could have major implications for U.S.

Chapter 5 : Publication: WEO
Two visions of the energy future: under-invested, vulnerable and dirty, or - clean, clever and competitive Both are
explored in this new edition of the authoritative World Energy Outlook.

Chapter 6 : IEA webstore. World Energy Outlook
Â©OECD/IEA The Reference Scenario: World Primary Energy Demand Global demand grows by more than half over
the next quarter of a century, with coal use rising most in absolute terms.

Chapter 7 : Annual Energy Outlook | someone somewhere - blog.quintoapp.com
Government initiatives to promote greater energy efficiency or increase the use of alternative energy, that remained
active after May , are reflected in the Outlook, providing they were implemented prior to

Chapter 8 : Energy Outlook: March
Overview. EIA's International Energy Outlook (IEO) focuses on how different drivers of macroeconomic growth may
affect international energy markets in three heavily populated and high economic growth regions of the world: China,
India, and Africa.

Chapter 9 : Saudi Arabia Energy Outlook, Oct 30 | Video | blog.quintoapp.com
The IEA flagship publication World Energy Outlook (WEO), widely regarded as the gold standard of energy analysis,
provides strategic insight on what today's policy and investment decisions mean for long-term trends.
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